Optical motion capture systems are state-of-the-art in motion acquisition, however as any measurement systems they are not error free -noise is their intrinsic feature. The works so far mostly employ simple noise model, expressing the uncertainty as a simple variance. In the work we prove the existence of several types of noise and demonstrate how to quantify them using Allan variance. For the automated readout of the noise coefficients we solve the multidimensional regression problem using sophisticated metaheuristics in exploration-exploitation scheme. Besides classic types of noise we identified the presence of the correlated noises and periodic distortion in our facility. We had also opportunity to observe the influence of camera failure to the overall performance.
Locating markers in a scene is a continuous process occurring frame-by-frame at the requested sampling frequency. The measurement of the location of a marker can be presumed to be an actual location signal plus additive Gaussian white noise, consequently, locating of each marker location is an independent statistical process. One dimensional case, as depicted in Fig. 1 , can be described with normal probability density function:
where: loc(M k ) denotes actual location of k th marker in a scene. N(·) denotes normal (Gaussian) 92 distribution, which for real location at x k is estimated as a mean µ k , and standard deviation σ k , that 93 (at best) should be common for all the same markers (of a same size).
94
The typical uncertainty analysis in measurements employs two factors accuracy and precision 95 [18] -the accuracy that describes how close the estimate µ k is to actual location x k and describes the 96 systematic error, whereas σ k reflects the precision of measurement and describes random part of the 97 error.
98
Extending the estimation of a marker model to the estimation of a length (L) of a bone, it yields a difference of double marker location measurements, hence its probability density function is described:
length(x 1 , x 2 ) ≈ PDF(L) = |N(µ 2 , σ) − N(µ 1 , σ)| = N (µ e , σ e ) ,
where: µ e = |x 2 − x 1 | -expected (in common sense) mean value, σ e -expected standard deviation, 99 which might take different forms, depending on the case:
100
A. σ A = σ √ 2 -for two identical (σ 1 = σ 2 ), independent variances (covariance σ 12 = 0), 101 B. σ B = σ 2 1 + σ 2 1 -for two different (σ 1 = σ 2 ), independent variances (σ 12 = 0),
marker at x 1 'bone' length: L = x 2 − x 1 marker at x 2
x 1 x 2 x PDF(x) Figure 1 . Schematic of situation and corresponding theoretic probability -two markers at x 1 and x 2 identifying a single rigid body (bone) of length l, (ρ 12 ) as well, furthermore it contains mean value(µ L ) and standard deviation (σ L ) for length as it was 113 reported by the Vicon software. Calculated statistical descriptors are the length (µ e ) and standard 114 deviation in four variantsσ A..C as listed above, with two A variants assuming either markers as 115 a potential source of variance value. Figure 2 demonstrates exemplary kernel estimates of location 116 PDFs for one of the camera sets.
117 The other issue of the error quantification is the lack of reliable ground truth. The Vicon systems
The number of cameras used for position reconstruction is another factor, that has a significant influence on the uncertainty of measured position -increasing the number of cameras could be considered as an increasing number of measurements. Multiple measurements of the real value reduce an error of measured value, which is described as a standard error calculated based on the standard deviation for observed value: Allan variance (AVAR) a two-sample variance and its square root -Allan deviation (ADEV) are 146 statistical descriptors that were developed for the evaluation of the stability of the time and oscillation 147 in clocks. A notable advantage of this approach that there is no need to provide reference value -148 ground truth.
149
Nowadays, the measure is effectively used for quantifying the noises in the measurement of 150 other quantities [19, 20] , but particularly for inertial motion capture sensors [21, 22] .
where τ is the time intersample spacing, · denotes expected value.
152
The AVAR analysis consists of identifying the linear parts of certain slopes of the log-log plot of 153 τ steps versus ADEV (square root of AVAR). It is demonstrated in schematic ADEV plot in Fig. 6 . It is 154 a highly beneficial advantage of the AVAR noise quantification over the power spectral density (PSD)
155
-capability not to clutter different noise processes and to precise discriminate several types at once.
156
However, there is also a disadvantage, AVAR is sensitive to the outliers and requires considering 157 outlier cleaning to obtain reliable results.
158
The conventional types of noise can be identified by their PSD distribution with the power law. The 'color' is given as power relation with respect to frequency (S( f ) ∝ 1/ f α ). Therefore, overall noise characteristics, comprising different basic noise types are:
It corresponds to:
which for a conventional set of noises yields:
Conventional (color) noise types are gathered in Tab. 2, 159 Table 2 . Power-law noise types and their Allan variance representation
where f h is bandwidth limit for the measurement system. A..E respective scaling factors K α .
160
Additionally, two complex distortions can be identified using Allan variance -exponentially 161 correlated (Markovian) and sinusoidal. The Markovian noise is visible in the Allan deviation plot as 162 a single 'bump' with slopes ± 1 2 . Periodic (sinusoidal) distortion is represented in respective plot as a 163 decaying series of bumps with left-sided slope 1 and right side bump series with constant envelope 164 of a slope −1, however, it is the only case, which is more convenient to be observed and to analyze 165 the distortion in Fourier spectral domain.
166
Correlated noise PSD is given as:
and corresponding Allan variance has a form:
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Sinusoidal noise PSD has a form of two peaks, modeled with Dirac delta:
and respective Allan variance form:
where: A s is the amplitude, f 0 is the frequency, δ(·) is Dirac delta peak. These cameras can record data independently or can be integrated into one larger system with 177 capture volume 9 m x 5 m x 3 m. In order to minimize the impact of external interference like infrared 178 interference from sunlight or vibrations, all windows are permanently darkened and cameras are 179 mounted on scaffolding instead of tripods (as is shown in Fig. 8 ) The basic information and main 180 differences between used cameras are shown in Table 3 . In the post-processing stage in Vicon Blade (Version 3.3.1) software, markers were reconstructed 196 and labeled only, no other filtering or processing was used. This stage was done several times 197 -separately for each camera configuration (including different numbers of cameras of each type).
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198
Reconstruction settings were set to the default, for each camera type except the initial set of 2 cameras 199 of each type, where it required to override the demand of marker visibility by three cameras at least.
200
In this trial, the parameter -'Minimum Cameras to Start Trajectory' had to be set to 2. All those data 201 were used to create the few datasets, containing several realizations of the same sequence: The data sets 2-4 consists of 7 trials, in which a different number of cameras used for 3D markers 207 reconstruction ( Table 4 ). The location of each camera is shown in the Fig. 8 . To characterize the noise 208 in different camera type, in all datasets the x,y,z trajectories of both markers and their Euclidean (Eq. 209 12) distance were analyzed. chose to use as it is more stable and boundary error prone than conventional one.
[21] for the presence of bumps in the plot. Another beneficial feature is the ability to estimate the 220 parameters by simple line or poly-line matching to log-log plot [22] . However, straightforward 221 distinguishing between blue and violet noises is not possible in such a case -to obtain these phase 222 dependant noises it would be necessary to employ much slower variant -modified AVAR estimation.
223
The method for the noise parameters readout from the ADEV curve, used in this research was As it was demonstrated in [19] , such an LS model allows even to identify blue and violet 226 noises which are represented jointly by τ −2 component.
227
The weighted LS is represented as following minimization problem that reduces the weighted error between measured AVAR valuesσ 2 y (τ) and a sum of estimated components σ 2 i (τ)-s :
Obtaining reasonable results for such a complexand multideimensional non-linear model is 228 a challenging issue. Therefore, we followed roughly a multi-start hybrid algorithm proposed in
229
[24] -multi-start simulated annealing followed by local minimum search, where multiple starts 230 prevent dependence on the initialization. It follows exploration-exploitation scheme, in the first stage 231 simulated annealing (SA), known for avoiding of getting stuck in local minimum, finds solution close 232 to global optimum, which is then refined by local pattern search -for the latter we propose to use The crump can be observed in the trajectories of the markers (Fig. 10a ) as a heavy outlier. It has 249 a significant effect on the Allan variance results (see Fig. 10b ). That fact draws attention to the need The second issue was identified because of the noise levels for data set 4 (Vantage cameras).
253
They were aberrant, for some camera combination the noise levels were increasing when taking more 254 cameras into the reconstruction process. It appeared that one of the cameras was out of order and it 255 would have broken soon after our recordings. Therefore, we excluded it from our analyses and we 256 used up to 9 cameras in the reconstruction for the Vantage data set. Fig. 11 illustrates, how such a We could also observe intense peak fluctuations in plots of h coefficient characteristics. They 320 could originate from two potential sources -numerical errors in the optimization process, and/or 321 very specific camera geometric configuration, that could improve or degrade the results. However, cameras -T c and q c parameters remain relatively constant. Moreover, one could note from Fig. 16b , 329 that for correlated noises in the system the longer the time constant the lower amplitude. We could 330 also identify three correlated noise 'classes' of a different correlation time constants. Their sources 331 remain unknown, however, at least we could speculate about their origins based on T c . Removing 332 the failed camera made the first two of them (see App. B) disappear. Hence our guesses are:
333
• 10 −2 − 10 0 s -due to failed camera, though we considered signal processing based first,
334
• 10 0 − 10 1 s -due to failed camera, at first we suspected mechanical based microtrembling of 335 camera support,
336
• 10 2 − 10 3 s -environmental based such as changes in room temperature. Finally, the occurrences of periodic noise of f 0 ≈ 15Hz frequency had to be checked as it was 338 an unexpected outcome. The verification was done using Welch estimator of PSD (see Fig. 17 ), 339 and it is present in each of the reconstructions using T40 and Vantage cameras. However, it is 340 usually negligibly small phenomenon, barely observable in most of ADEV plots. Its origin cannot 341 be connected with a recording of any specific camera, but since all the cameras were recording 
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